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THE TRaNSFERRED pLaTE OF THE NaTIONaL ORIgINaLITY  
OF THE aRTISTIC TRaNSLaTIONS (paRK WaN SUH  

“WHO aTE Up aLL THE SHINga?”)1

The article considers the problem of national specifics in literary translation, which is regarded as an 
integral part of the modern literary process, promotes the mutual enrichment and interrelation between 
the world nations’ literatures and the development of international cooperation in science, culture and 
education. It is known that literary translation is a special kind of translation activity linked, on the one 
hand, to the secondary reproducing nature of translation, on the other hand  in the process of transla
tion to the need to create texts with the ability of direct aesthetic impact. Translator have to maintain a 
mediating authenticity, proximity to the original text, and at the same time to be able to create a work 
of art in target language and culture which will be equivalent to original. That is two divergent kinds of 
speech activities, the perception of the original text and the creation of translated text are interact and 
oppose during the translation process. 

The problem of transmission of cultural identity and the preservation of the original text unique fla
vor in foreign language was always an acute problem for translators. The issues related to the recreation 
of the socalled “unfamiliar reality” in the target language are most complex and at the same time rela
tively little developed. The article analyzes the translation of hieroglyphic phraseological units (HPU), 
culture of lexemesrealities and toponyms of Korean novel.

Key words: hieroglyphic phraseological unit (IFE), intercultural communication, “the cultural con
notation”, foreign language culture.
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әдеби ау дар мадағы ұлт тық ерек ше лік терді жет кізу мәселелері 

Мaқaлaдa әде би aудaрмaдaғы ұлт тық ерек ше лік тің мә се ле сі қaрaсты рылaды. Ұлт
тық сәй кес тік қaзір гі зaмaнғы әде би про цес тің aжырaмaс бө лі гі бо лып тaбылaды, ол 
әлем хaлықтaры ның әде биеті нің өзaрa бaйлaны сы мен ғы лым, мә де ниет жә не бі лім бе ру 
сaлaсындaғы хaлықaрaлық ын тымaқтaстық ты дaмы туғa ықпaл ете ді. Екін ші жaғынaн, әде
би aудaрмa aудaрмa ісі нің ерек ше тү рі бо лып тaбылaды, бір жaғынaн, екін ші жaғынaн, 
aудaрмaның қaйт aлaнaтын қaйт aлaну сипaты мен, aудaрмa про це сін де ті ке лей эс те тикaлық 
әсер ету мүм кін ді гі бaр мә тін дер ді құ ру қaжет ті лі гі мен бaйлaныс ты. Аудaрмaшы түп
нұсқaлық ты, түп нұсқa мә тін ге жaқын ды ғын жә не со ны мен қaтaр, түп нұсқaғa тең болaтын 
тіл мен мә де ниет те өнер туын ды сын жaсaуғa қaбі лет ті бо луы ке рек. Бұл сөй леу әре кет те рі
нің екі түр лі тү рі: бaстaпқы мә тін ді қaбылдaу жә не aудaрылғaн мә тін ді құ ру өзaрa әре кет
те се ді жә не aудaрмa ке зін де қaрaмaқaрсы. Мә се ле мә де ни ерек ше лі гін бе ру жә не мә тін нің 
өзін дік ерек ше лі гін сaқтaу, шет ті лін де гі бі ре гей дәм ді лік бо лып қaлa бер мек. «Бейт aныс 
шын дық» деп aтaлaтын мә се ле лер ді қaлпынa кел ті ру ге бaйлaныс ты проб лемaлaр ең күр де лі 
жә не бір мез гіл де сaлыс тырмaлы түр де нaшaр дaмығaн. Мaқaлaдa ие рог лиф тік фрaзеоло
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гиялық бір лік тер дің aудaрмaсы (IFE), ко рей ромaны ның лек семшын дықтaры мен то по ним
де рі нің мә де ниеті тaлдaнaды.

тү йін  сөз дер: ие рог лиф тік фрaзеоло гизм (IFE), мә де ниетaрaлық қaрымқaтынaс, «мә де ни 
кон нотa ция», шет тіл де рін де гі мә де ниет.
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проб лемa пе редaчи нaционaль ной спе ци фи ки в ху до же ст вен ном пе ре во де  
(ромaн пaк вaн со «зaбы тый вкус кис лич ки»)

В стaтье рaссмaтривaет ся проб лемa нaционaль ной спе ци фи ки в ли терaтурном пе ре во де. 
Нaционaльное своеобрaзие – неотъем лемaя чaсть сов ре мен но го ли терaтурно го про цессa, оно 
спо со бс твует взaимоо богaще нию и взaимос вя зи меж ду ли терaтурaми нaро дов мирa и рaзви тию 
меж дунaрод но го сот руд ни чествa в облaсти нaуки, куль ту ры и обрaзовa ния. Из ве ст но, что ли
терaтурный пе ре вод – это осо бый вид пе ре вод чес кой дея тель ности, связaнный, с од ной сто
ро ны, со вто рич ным восп роиз во дя щим хaрaкте ром пе ре водa, с дру гой – в про цес се пе ре водa с 
необ хо ди мос тью создaвaть текс ты с воз мож нос тью пря мо го эс те ти чес ко го влия ния. Пе ре вод чик 
дол жен под дер живaть пос ред ни чес кую под лин нос ть, бли зос ть к ори гинaльно му текс ту и в то же 
вре мя иметь воз мож нос ть создaть произ ве де ние ис ку сс твa нa язы ке и куль ту ре, ко то рые бу дут эк
вивaлент ны ори гинaлу. Это двa рaзных видa ре че вой дея тель ности: восп риятие ис ход но го текстa 
и создa ние пе ре ве ден но го текстa взaимо дей ст вуют и про ти вос тоят во вре мя про цессa пе ре водa. 
 Ост рой остaет ся проб лемa пе редaчи куль турной сaмо быт нос ти и сохрaне ния ори гинaль нос ти 
текстa, уникaльно го aромaтa нa инострaнном язы ке. Проб ле мы, связaнные с вос создa нием тaк 
нaзывaемой «незнaко мой реaль нос ти», яв ляют ся нaибо лее слож ны ми и в то же вре мя от но си тель
но мaло рaзви ты ми. В стaтье aнaли зи руют ся пе ре вод ие рог ли фи чес ких фрaзеоло гиз мов (IFE), 
куль турa лек семреaлий и то по ни мов ко рей ско го ромaнa.

Клю че вые словa: ие рог ли фи ческaя фрaзеоло ги ческaя еди ницa (IFE), меж куль турнaя ком му
никa ция, «куль турный от те нок», куль турa в инострaнных языкaх.

Introduction

Literary translation is an integral part of the 
modern literary process, contributing to mutual 
enrichment and interconnection of the literatures 
of the peoples worldwide, the development of 
international cooperation in science, culture and 
education.

The duality of literary translation as a special 
kind of translation activity is related, on the one 
hand, to the secondary reproducing nature of 
translation, on the other hand - connected with the 
need to create texts that have the ability of direct 
aesthetic impact in the translation process. The 
translator has to keep an intermediate reliability, 
stay close to the original text, and at the same time 
to be able to create the equal of the original artwork 
in terms of the target language and culture. That is 
in the process of translation interact and oppose two 
divergent types of speech activities, the perception 
of the source on the text and the generation of the 
translated text.

The idea that national identity is difficult for a 
translator to emphasize is mentioned by I. Kashkin: 
«It is achieved by skillful choice and careful 

handling of idioms, local terms and notations of 
national usage, sometimes tactful hint to strange 
syntax and intonation» (Kashkin, 1977: 22). Literary 
translation, as Kashkin considers, should show a 
strange reality to the reader and «... to preserve text 
in «its national clothes».

G. Gachechiladze in his book «Questions of 
the theory of literary translation writes that... by the 
national form we mean not only the language of the 
work that changes during translation (the language 
in this case is the same material, the same mean 
of performing the translation, as in the creation of 
the original work, the whole aggregate of artistic 
elements» (Gachechiladze, 1972: 70). In his opinion, 
this question in practice faces great difficulties, since 
in each concrete case it is necessary to establish, 
firstly, what is national characteristic and, secondly, 
what in characteristic represents essential and 
typical, in the transfer of which will correctly reflect 
the reality of the original one.

V. Rossels «Translation and national diversity of 
the original notes that»... specific words expressing 
national way of life should be transferred without 
change. At the same time, words that have relevant 
translation should be replaced. ... «All art features 
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of national form of product can be expressed to the 
other language. It remains only to recall that which 
side we approach to the issues of literary translation, 
it is always necessary to assume the fact that 
translation is a work of art, it is a single organism, 
and the translator no less than author is obliged to 
remember of interrelation of parts, place and role in 
creation of the whole» (Rossel’s, 1995: 61). 

Czech scientist Jiří Levý in the fundamental 
work «The art of translation» emphasizes on the 
need to preserve national and artistic characteristics 
of the original, believing that national identity, flavor 
need to widen and enrich the view of the foreign-
language reader. In translation, according to Jiří 
Levý, it makes sense to save only those moments of 
specificity that will make the reader can feel typical 
foreign environment, that is, only those that might 
be perceived as carriers of national and historical 
specificity (Left, 1974: 61). 

A. Mikulin in the article «National and 
cultural specificity and translation» emphasizes the 
following aspects - connection of word meaning 
and national culture. A. Mikulin identifies several 
levels of national and cultural information: level 
of meaning of the reality function, their social and 
emotional significance; introduces the term «cultural 
connotation» of the word, i.e., national, cultural 
information that word contains. 

The translators always face the problem to 
convey national and cultural specificity and to 
preserve unique flavor of foreign language of the 
original text. The issues related to recreating on 
target language of the so-called «other realities» are 
still not very developed.

The art text remains the object of research of 
domestic and foreign researchers, such as Yu.M. 
Lotman, I. Smirnov, R. Barth, T. Kuhn. From the 
moment of the occurrence of the classical hermeneutics 
in the 19th century, which considered the text as a 
cultural fact, until the structural research of the text 
became in the 70s of the 20th century, the study of the 
translation of art prose did not lose its relevance.

In studies of I.V. Karasika, E.S. Kubryakova, 
E.S. Alexandrova emphasizes that different 
linguocultural communities have different cognitive 
bases, which is determined by differences in the 
linguistic pictures of the world and the classification 
of the surrounding reality. Without acquaintance 
with the components of the cognitive base of 
the linguistic picture of the world of the Korean 
language, it is impossible to implement full-fledged 
intercultural communication and exact translation.

From the point of view of cognitive science, 
the text is viewed with an inextricable link with the 

transfer of information from one person to another. 
At the present stage, approaches to the analysis of 
the text are considered as studies of the information 
flow of W. Chafe; system-functional grammar M. 
Halliday; the sociolinguistic approach of U. Labov; 
study of strategies for understanding T. van Dijk and 
W. Kintsch

The informational aspect as an aspect of 
Interlingua communication has been the subject of 
the information theory of translation. According to 
this theory, the transition from the FI to the IT is 
carried out at the information level. The purpose of 
the transfer is to send a message, i.e. information 
intended for transmission, or invariant information. 
The source text is the carrier of semantic information 
and information about the structure, and not the 
object of transformations. Therefore, in the process of 
translation, there is no interlanguage transformation, 
but search and transmission of information. Not the 
all information should be saved in the translation, 
but that which is intended for translation, in other 
words “translation invariant”.

In translation practice from Korean to Russian, 
we adhere to the concept of M. Halliday. He 
emphasizes that «the language is as it is by virtue 
of the functions it has developed in order to serve 
people in their life» (Halliday, 1978: 4).

The text is viewed as the transfer of information 
from one person to another, as emphasized by 
Son-U No «Text is not just a set of sentences, but 
a source of information for communication in a 
given language». «텍스트란 단순히 일련의 문장 
연쇄가 아닌 하나의 통합적, 언어 완전체로서
의 역하를 하는 통화성 발화체 (communicative 
occurrences)를 의미한다» (노 성 우, 2006: 
139). In the original text, semantic information is 
transmitted through a context in which the functions 
of phonemes, morphemes, lexemes, and syntaxeme 
are integrated.

Consider these objects on the example of 
comparative text analysis of the novel박 완 서 «그 
많던 싱아는 누가 다 먹었을까» (박 완서, 1992) 
and translated into Russian language (by Lee Sang-
Yoon, Hahm Yong-Jun «Who ate up all the shinga?» 
by Park Wan Suh (Park Wan Suh, 2016). In the 
translation of the title of the novel, the symmetry of 
the content plan and the expression plan is broken. 
Direct translation of the title of the novel: «Who ate 
up all shinga which was a lot». 

Park Wan Suh began to write at her middle 
age. The writer was born in 1931 in Gaepung-gun 
province in the Pakchokkol village. The first literary 
work the «Naked tree» published in 1970 in the 
women’s magazine «Yoson tona». And from this 
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time she began her creative path in the literature of 
modern korea.

As the years pass, things are changing. With 
the advent of globalization from year to year the 
convergence, interpenetration and interaction of 
cultures of East and West increase, and only the 
mountains and rivers, the city gates, monuments 
of culture and history of Seoul, described by writer 
Park Wan Suh in his autobiographical novel «그 많
던 싱아는 누가 다 먹었을까» remain unchanged. 
Translators pretty certainly conveyed nostalgia 
for the past and the title of the Russian version of 
the novel «Зaбы тый вкус кис лич ки» (literary 
«Forgotten taste of the shinga») best reflects the 
time of childhood, when hunger could be satisfied 
by mountain grass and roots, severe adolescence 
and destitute youth.

Methods
Adaptation is a complex process of recoding 

culture of one people into the culture of another 
during linguistic transformations.

The linguist L. Venuti proposes two strategies: 
domestication of the original and foreignization 
of translation. Domestication is an ethnocentric 

assimilation of the foreign text to the linguistic norms 
of the target language, figuratively speaking «an 
invitation author-foreigner to native language culture». 
While foreignization is the intentional deviation 
from these rules in order to fix the singularity, the 
«difference» of the foreign text, figuratively speaking 
«sending the reader abroad». Thus, as stressed by L. 
Venuti, the easier it is to read the translation, the more 
invisible the translator, and the more visible the author 
of the original (Venuty 2013, 59).

Main body
Thus, adaptation can be oriented both to the 

linguistic culture of the original and to the linguistic 
culture of the translation. Regardless of the focus, the 
text is adapted to effect interaction of two languages 
and two cultures. Thus, the translation strategy of 
internationalization of the text suggests a maximum 
use of the translation equivalents of the national 
culturally marked units, if any part of language that 
contribute to a «painless» transition from the text of 
one culture to the text of another.

Let’s turn directly to the analysis of translations 
of the hieroglyphic phraseological units (HPU) of 
the novel («Who ate up all the shinga?»): 

Phrase hPu Translation (Vinogradov, 
1978)

Translation by
Lee Sang-Yoon, Hahm Yong-Jun

설상가상으로 같은 해 엄
마가 서울로 오빠 뒤바라
지를 하러 떠났다 (박 완

서, 1992: 19).

설상가상
Misfortune never comes alone;

ice hoarfrost crystals on the 
snow surface

Бедa не при хо дит однa;
нa по ве рх нос ти снегa еще и 

иней 

Misfortune never comes alone;
Moreover there are hoarfrost 

on the snow surface... that year 
mom went to Seoul to take 

care of brother.

...To this misfortune was added 
another one. In the same year 

mom went to Seoul to take care 
of brother (Park Wan Suh, 2016: 

19).

할아버지는 우리 남매를 
장중보옥에 비유하시곤 

했는데...... 

장중보옥
jewel in one’s hands

дрaго цен ный кaмень в своих 
рукaх

...Grandfather used to compare 
me and my brother with a 
jewel stone in his hands...

Grandfather thought of my 
brother and me as his treasure... 

(Park Wan Suh, 2016: 24).

......시골의 무지몽매 탓
으로 단정하고, 자식들이
라도 어떡하든 그 곳에서 
빼내고자 한 것은…(박 

완서, 1992: 20). 

무지몽매
Absolutely ignorant (stupid)

aбсо лют но не ве же ст вен ный 
(глу пый)

At any cost to wrest children 
from an ignorant village...

...Mother... adamantly argued 
that the blame for all that’s rustic 

ignorance <shaman are unable 
to help my father and he died of 
peritonitis> ...and she decided 

at all costs to wrest her children 
from the middle of nowhere 
(Park Wan Suh, 2016: 25).

이상은 그것을 속수무책
의 그들 최후의 창작유회
라고 묘사해 놓고 있었다 

(박 완서, 1992: 25). 

속수무책 
helplessness 

бес по мощ ность 속수무
책이다 

totally helpless;
can’t move a step

со вер шен но бес по мощ ный; 
шaгу сту пить не мо жет

Lee Sang described it as their 
complete helplessness.

Lee Sang described it as the 
last creative play at the limit of 
helplessness (Park Wan Suh, 

2016: 30).
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Hieroglyphic phraseological unit (HPU) 설상
가상 conveyed as «To this misfortune was added 
another one». The first misfortune is a disease of 
grandfather, who was growing weaker every day, and 
the heroine was three years old when her father died, 
now she felt as it was the second time of losing her 
father. «To this misfortune was added another one». 
And it is a misfortune that «In the same year mom 
went to Seoul to take care of brother». The behavior 
of the eldest daughter-in-law was unheard of riot, 
violating the domestic order. The eldest daughter-
in-law, becoming a widow, left her father-in-law and 
mother-in-law, depriving them of her care under the 
pretext that her son needs to get education. Thus, 
when translating phrase logical units, we consider 
the problem of phrase logical context logy, which is 
based on the study of the realization of the meaning 
of a phrase logical unit in the context of a specific 
text and the method of its adequate transmission 
to the translating language. Idioms serve as an 
important means of transmitting art images, as well 
as the transfer of national-cultural color, promotion 
the emphasis of art information.

Let’s give another example: 장중보옥 jewel in 
one’s hands. In the text of the translation conveyed 
by the lexeme treasure, which can be traced to the 
symmetry of the expression plan and content plan 
units of the original and translation. Lexeme treasure 
meets literary translation and, has a metaphorical 
meaning in comparison with direct translation.

The following example: 무지몽매 absolutely 
ignorant (stupid). This HPU was translated as from 
the middle of nowhere. (Direct translation) Mother 
decided at any cost to wrest children from an ignorant 
village. The translators in the Russian translation 
used additional method of convey as follows: ...and 
she decided at all costs to wrest her children from 
the middle of nowhere. Compare the two phrases: to 
wrest from an ignorant village - to wrest the middle 
of nowhere, the second phrase is more stylistically 
colored and matches the description of the life in 
the village, where ignorance and superstition lead 
to tragic irreversible consequences. 무지몽매 
absolutely ignorant (stupid). By the stupidity and 
ignorance of grandparent, the character loses her 
father early. He died of appendix peritonitis. They 
did not go to doctor in the hospital, but were cure 
disease with herbs. When this treatment did not help, 
they found a shaman. She began to cast driving out a 
demon. Mother failed to convince relatives. And for 
herself she decided to take away children away from 
absolute stupid stupidity and ignorance at any cost 
and give children a good education. And this was 
possible only in the capital, in Seoul. 

Another example: 속수무책 helplessness 속
수무책이다 complete helplessness. In a literary 
translation - Lee Sang described it as their complete 
helplessness. In the novel «그 많던 싱아는 누가 
다 먹었을까 (Who ate up all the shinga?)» Park 
Wan Suh gives the memory of the story by Lee Sang 
«Boredom» that she read. Five or six country boys 
didn’t know what to do: they had no toys. It ended 
up that they squatted in a row and each pooped a pile 
of poo. Outstanding mastery of the author makes a 
reader really feel the highest degree of inexpressible 
boredom.

In actuality, everything was wrong. Having 
moved to the capital, the heroine really knew what 
tedium was, it was here that she was crushed by her. 
The natives of Seoul treat the village children with 
pity, considering their life boring. The hieroglyphic 
phrase logical unity conveys not so much the 
semantics: helpless; step cannot step. The author, 
using the phrase logical unity 속수무책, conveys 
the national-cultural flavor of the villagers, including 
children. They are part of nature. Nature does not 
stop for an hour, it lives, moves, changes, therefore 
there is no time for adults and children to be bored. 
Besides breakfast, lunch and dinner, the children 
themselves were looking for something to eat in the 
woods and fields, and they also found entertainment 
themselves. Emerging shoots of roots, shinga, 
chestnuts and acorns - everything grew around in 
abundance, and it was interesting for children not 
only to taste them themselves, but also to treat 
adults with what they found. Most often these were 
herbs and mushrooms. And russula and mushrooms 
slingshot grew so fast that it seemed to turn away, 
as someone dislodge them upstairs underground. 
The children played, bathed in a brook that flowed 
through the whole village. One of them got at least 
one small shrimp from the bottom, then the joy and 
squeal beat over the edge. In the evening, it was 
possible to catch them so much that are dinner they 
would make a delicious soy paste soup. 

The assimilation of the foreign text to the 
language and cultural norms of the target language 
allows you to create readable text and to minimize 
the features of a foreign text. 

It should be noted that literary texts as a rule, 
contain plenty of the means of expressiveness and 
figurativeness, to convey it translator is required 
to have remarkable ingenuity, imagination and 
professionalism. To convey such expressions 
in another language is difficult due to the lack 
of direct equivalents, the presence of certain 
cultural and other differences. The literary text 
as a form of realization of the artistic picture of 
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the world is connected with the linguistic picture 
of the world.

..개정지방과 그 근교의 주거양식의 특색으
로는 바깥채를 낮고 소박하게, 안채는 높고 정
결하게 꾸미는 것과 함께 마당치레의 유난함을 
꼽을 수가 있다. 사랑채에 면한 바깥마당은 앞
이 트이게 하고 양쪽에 뽕나무나 빗자루를 만드
는 댑싸리 나무로 둘러치고 함박꽃이나 국화를 
몇 그루 심는 정도지만 뒤란 치려는 공이 들고 
화려했다 (박 완서, 1992: 21).

Consider the «cultural connotation» of words 
in this passage, i.e. national, cultural information 
that is contained in the word. According to V. S. 
Vinogradov, these words are of “culture-specific 
nature” (Vinogradov, 1978: 88). Words 안채-사
랑채 symmetrically recoded in terms of content 
and expression: the interior room - the guest room 
is translated by the use of equivalent translation, 
which contributes to a more complete adaptation of 
the style. 

The word 댑싸리 Kochia (bassia) scoparia 
was recoded: summer cypress with the following 
explanation (the plant is used to make brooms).

Thus, the translators seek the “middle ground” 
of form and meaning, and the cultural features of 
the original text and the translated text. This strategy 
involves the use of translation techniques such as: 
combined translation (loan translation + descriptive 
translation).

Translation of geographical names, i.e. 
nonequivalent vocabulary is one of the translation 
problems. But it is not always necessary to translate: 
one can use synonyms and other linguistic means 
to convey the same thought. Translation of certain 
lexical units is not at all due to the absence of the 
concepts themselves and it is necessary to resort to 
transliteration, loaning or describing the meaning 
for their transmission. There are many toponyms in 
the autobiographical novel by Park Wan Suh 박 완
서 «그 많던 싱아는 누가 다 먹었을까» «Who 
ate up all the shinga?» - exact addresses, names 
of districts, villages, mountains, passes. Basically, 
place names are given by transliteration: 박적

골 – Pakchokkol, the village in which the author’s 
family was born and lived; 송도, 개성, 현저동, 
사직동, 숙명고녀, 인왕산 → Songdo, Gaesung, 
Hyeonjae-dong, Sajik-dong, Sookmyung High 
School, and Inwangsan Mount. All these names 
are given in transliteration in Cyrillic by the L.R. 
Kontsevich system (Koncevich, 2001). Only the 
pass is like ... 바위들이 장롱을 (wardrobe, dresser) 
부려 놓은 것처럼 → ... The rocks were piled like 
dressers, so this pass was called농바위 고개 pass-
dressers → … Translators found another equivalent: 
«rocks similar to chests. That’s why the pass was 
called Rocks-Chests». Dressers – Chests. Consider 
and compare the meaning of these words: Dresser, 
the sort of low cabinet with drawers (Explanatory 
Dictionary by Dahl) → Chest, box with a cover 
on a sample, usually with a lock (Explanatory 
Dictionary by Dahl). So, the translators have chosen 
more acceptable one to convey the language picture 
of the world, because a chest is more appropriate 
when one is traveling through mountain passes than, 
obviously, a dresser with its drawers.

Conclusion

The creative aspect, or the art of literary 
translation itself, consists of the personal literary 
skills of a translator, his abilities, psychological 
readiness for this type of creativity, as well as the 
ability to foresee the literary needs of his time and 
answer non-delivered questions in interliterary and, 
in intercultural communication.

Thus, artistic translation from the point of 
view of the original language can be perceived as 
a loss, but from the point of view of the translation 
language, the translation can be considered as a 
new reading, which can bring a new meaning to the 
original text.
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